
Dear mom

1. Verb - Present Tense

2. Noun

3. Number

4. Number

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Adverb

10. Noun - Plural

11. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

12. Noun - Plural

13. Particle

14. Coordinating Conjunction

15. Verb - Present Tense

16. Noun

17. Noun - Plural

18. Verb - Non 3Rd Person Singular Present

19. Proper Noun

20. Proper Noun

21. Coordinating Conjunction

22. Proper Noun

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Proper Noun

26. Adverb

27. Noun

28. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

29. Noun



Dear mom

Dear Mom,

Thank you for coming to my school student led conference. i'm Verb - Present Tense to tell you what it is

like for me at my school on a typical school day. i wake up at 5:00am and get ready and then at 8:00 i have

Noun with you and Reyna. at Number : Number i i leave to go to Noun . by the

time i get to school it is usually 8:30am. so i walk into the school and hangout with Noun ,

Noun , and mady and usually grab a piece of Noun . when the bell rings i run off to my first

class. this month options are first and Adverb soc and then and then my last two Noun - Plural . so

like i said my first class is a option. if it is a A day i will have gym and then art but if it Verb - 3rd Person 

Singular Present a B day then i will have rec ed and then foods. in gym i play sports, do yoga and do gunatsices.

for art i do Noun - Plural ,clay,paint, and self porterice. that me on a A day but on a B day the first thing i

do is rec ed. in rec ed we play games,go Particle to the parks, and play pool. for food we cook with

meats,we bake and studied for new recipes. after options i have soc right now we are learning about the aztecs

and after that class i have sic Coordinating conjunction in sic we are Verb - Present Tense about gas

Noun and Noun - Plural .

Verb - Non 3rd Person Singular Present sic we have lunch. At lunch time I hang out on the back counter with my

friends



Proper Noun ,Maddy, Proper Noun ,Noah, Coordinating conjunction . after lunch all the kid head out

for recess. i hang out with Jade, Proper Noun , Mady ,Cheyenne and and sometimes with other kids. when

the Noun rings we all come back inside for reading period. At reading period right now I am reading a

Noun called It by Stephen King.after that i got to math and in math... we do math. and after a long

period of math me go to soc and in soc I'm writing this. so i get all my stuff together and leave with Cheyenne

and Proper Noun and sometimes jade when she wants to walk home Adverb .then go home the

Noun .

My goals are to be a voice Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present

My other goal is get a A in foods

And my Noun goal is swim in the ocean again
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